Abnormal cells from six cases of Sézary syndrome were shown to be of T-cell origin, and formed E rosettes and featured T-cell antigens in the three cases that were studied. The small- and large Sézary cells had the same immunological phenotype as well as ultrastructural and chromosomal characteristics. (The SC indicates that this paper has been cited in over 35 publications since 1973.)
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About 15 years ago, the availability of membrane markers that define the two broad subsets of lymphocytes—T and B cells—prompted extensive phenotypic studies of human lymphoid malignancies. Two major conclusions were drawn at that time, namely, the monoclonality of B-cell diseases and the existence of a maturation arrest of leukemic cells. On the other hand, phenotyping of human malignancies was disappointing at first glance from a clinical point of view since most chronic lymphoid disorders appeared to be of B-cell origin. However, the systematic survey performed in our laboratory by Jean-Louis Preud'homme and Maxime Seligmann indicated that some malignant cells were devoid of B-cell markers and were therefore good candidates to delineate T-cell diseases. Sézary syndrome fell within this group of non-B malignancies. As T-cell markers (E-rosette formation and T-cell-specific antigens revealed by hetero rabbit antisera) became available, it was of obvious interest to study those patients whose disease is characterized by erythrodermia and circulating abnormal cells. Therefore, we had to select only six Sézary patients with high white blood cell counts (to be sure to phenotype the malignant cells), and all the work was done within four hours! I always wondered whether these six erythrodermic patients who met in my office on the same day guessed that some new study was going on.

Everything was easy because for some months our hematology department had been studying the cytological and ultrastructural features of cells from Sézary patients. These patients had been referred by several dermatology departments at the request of M. Luterner, who was in Paris at that time.

Results indicated in all cases a clear-cut T-cell phenotype. Therefore, it is not surprising that this paper has been highly cited since all papers dealing with a T-cell malignancy in the next years referred to this original report. Both physicians and immunologists were interested in these findings. It was a great help to physicians in classifying what is now called cutaneous T-cell lymphomas, including the various aspects of Sézary syndrome and mycosis fungoides. The spectrum of T-cell malignancies now extends to a percentage of acute lymphoblastic leukemias and non-Hodgkin lymphomas. The biology of these T-cell malignancies was recently enlightened by the discovery of a retrovirus (HTLV-I) that is associated with some T-cell diseases and was first characterized in cells from a Sézary patient.

Finally, immunologists used these homogeneous cell populations from Sézary patients to study T-cell function. In most cases, Sézary cells have a helper phenotype and indeed may behave as helper T cells for antibody production in coculture experiments with B cells. Presently, many studies are devoted to the biochemical characterization of various lymphokines, and undoubtedly Sézary cells will provide a unique opportunity to characterize B-cell differentiation factors.

Retrospectively, it is probably rare that such a relatively limited study of six patients turned out to be so useful in clinical medicine and revealed such a large domain of investigation to fundamental immunologists.
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